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UNDERSTANDING THE LOWER FOR LONGER WORLD

PREFACE
IMCO is focused exclusively on providing comprehensive
investment solutions to public-sector clients in Ontario. As part
of our mandate, we are committed to providing timely insights
on global economic trends.

the “low for long” world. In the paper, which makes up the
remainder of this document, Oxford identifies several global
trends that support the idea that a “low for long” environment is
more than plausible, in fact it may be likely. These trends include:

One element of this is our long-term capital market assumptions.
These assumptions are an input into the strategic asset mix
advice we provide our clients and are intended to be a reading
of the market and to offer neutral forecasts of expected volatility
and correlations of returns on various asset classes over the next
ten years. With the ongoing decline in market measures such
as bond yields, credit spreads, and cyclically adjusted earnings
yields, our expected long-term returns declined during 2019.
They are also significantly lower than experienced over the
previous 10 years.

❙❙ Slowdowns in the growth of GDP, working age population,
and productivity across both developed and emerging market
countries;

In addition, we recently launched a research program to create
clear and relevant context on issues facing the markets. As part
of this research program, we engaged Oxford Economics, a
leader in global forecasting and quantitative analysis, to develop
a series of research papers on several topics related to inflation,
real interest rates, productivity and growth. We are pleased to
share the first research paper, which focuses on understanding

❙❙ Slowdown in the rate of growth of international trade;
❙❙ Low inflation expectations, which may become entrenched in
some countries;
❙❙ Build-up of debt;
❙❙ Subdued macro volatility; and,
❙❙ Growth in demand for “safe” assets, which exceeds supply.
Of course, there is no crystal ball that accurately predicts the
future and the views expressed on the following pages represent
one potential version of the future. As a result, our clients’
portfolios are not optimized for a specific market environment
or potential path of future returns. Instead, we strive to help our
clients build diversified portfolios that include strategies intended
to work in different potential market environments.
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❙❙ We do not expect world growth to pick up much in the next
decade, partly due to lingering effects from the financial
crisis and ineffective policy responses but also deep-seated
structural drags including worsening demographics and lower
productivity growth.
❙❙ We expect growth in a number of key emerging markets to be
considerably lower in the next decade than in the last. China’s
growth is decelerating as its income per head levels rise and
it moves away from a debt and investment-driven model of
growth. Emerging markets as a whole have less scope to
‘decouple’ from advanced economies given their growing
insertion into the world economy and financial system and
other drags such as high debt.
❙❙ To alter this picture would require major global policy shifts.
Higher government investment and major global trade
liberalisation would help. Alternatively, major technological
breakthroughs could improve rates of productivity growth.
❙❙ Strong disinflationary forces may persist for at least another
decade, given the ongoing weakness in global demand,
strength of global labour supply, and intense competition
in goods markets. Globally, inflation undershoots relative
to both targets and forecasts have been stunning. Deglobalisation may push up prices, but we do not believe it
will be sufficient to offset the wider disinflationary forces.
Monetary policy has revealed itself to be unable or unwilling
to deal with persistent inflation undershoots. Low inflation
expectations are becoming entrenched, so we see only a
very slow uptick in global inflation towards inflation targets in
advanced economies.

❙❙ The risks of ‘Japanification’ – a long period of very low growth
and inflation are most elevated in parts of the eurozone.
There is evidence that long-term inflation expectations in
the eurozone are becoming ‘unanchored’, raising the risk of
a deflationary spiral. Economies most at risk include Greece,
Italy, Spain and Portugal. These risks also exist in parts of Asia
such as Taiwan and Hong Kong due to debt and demographic
factors, but Asian economies are less prone due to higher
potential growth and the lack of excess corporate saving.
❙❙ Low growth and low inflation in the advanced economies
over the next decade imply that policy interest rates and
core global government bond yields are set to remain low.
In the face of deflationary risks, the authorities may need
to experiment with radical monetary policy options such as
extending QE on a large scale to assets such as equities,
corporate bonds and bank loans. This implies that premia
will continue to be under pressure potentially resulting in the
build-up of market vulnerabilities.
❙❙ There are very good reasons why macro-volatility is
historically very low, particularly with regard to labour market
flexibility and more stable policy regimes in emerging
markets. The low vol era will probably persist but risks from
inequality, political instability and excessive risk taking in
markets are significant.
❙❙ In this low growth, low inflation and low volatility environment
diversification benefits among asset classes are likely to remain
a feature of markets in the next decade.
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THE GLOBAL GROWTH SHORTFALL

FIGURE 2: G7 economies have been particularly acutely affected

FIGURE 1: The world economy has lost ground vs the pre-crisis trend
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What has caused this slowdown? If we think of long-term growth
as composed of the growth in the labour force, the growth in the
capital stock, and the growth in productivity we can see that all
three of these building blocks have underperformed:
(i)
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World growth has been disappointing in the decade since the
great recession and financial crisis of 2008-2009. From 1995 to
2007, the global economy expanded at around 3.5% per year.
In addition to the sharp drop in GDP in the financial crisis, there
has been a sharp slow down in growth since, with world growth
running at just 3.1% per year after the crisis. As a result, the world
economy is some 10% smaller than it would have been had the
pre-crisis trend continued (figure 1).
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Source: Oxford Economics/Haver Analytics

The growth slowdown has been broad-based albeit not entirely
uniform. If we compare outcomes with extrapolated pre-crisis
trends, emerging market economies are around 6.5% smaller than
if pre-crisis trends had continued, while the G7 economies are
some 15% smaller (figure 2).

Investment: the recovery from the last recession has been
unusually ‘investment light’, especially in the G7. Current
levels of investment in the G7 are over 20% lower than would
have prevailed had pre-crisis trends in investment growth
been maintained (figure 2).

(ii) Demographics: the growth of the world’s working age
population has slowed sharply since the 1990s. In EM, it
is now running at just 0.5% per year versus just under 2%
twenty years ago. In advanced economies, it is now flat,
having risen by around 0.7% per year from 1990-2007
(figure 3).
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(iii) Slowdown in productivity growth: since 2008, total factor
productivity (TFP) growth has run around 0.3% per year
slower than in 1992-2007. Importantly, this slowdown has
occurred across most economies (25 of 33 in our sample)
including advanced and emerging economies (figure 4).

growth of weaker working-age population growth have been
underestimated. As well as directly affecting GDP (by reducing
labour input), an ageing population may also lead to slower
growth in consumer demand per head and may also affect the
behaviour of firms. Specifically, if firms think future demand will
grow slowly due to an ageing population, that may lead them to
slow down investment.

FIGURE 3: Aging societies are not limited to advanced economies

The weakness of productivity growth and investment seems to
have other underlying causes:

World: annual growth of working population
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FIGURE 4: Most economies have suffered from weaker
productivity growth

FIGURE 5: Current experience is not out of line with history
GDP shortfalls after systemic banking crises over the past two centuries*

Productivity slowdown since 2008
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The ‘bruising’ effect of the global financial crisis: Our analysis
of recoveries from systemic banking crises over the last
two centuries shows that such recoveries tend to be much
slower than normal after severe crises (figure 5). Indeed,
the path of the global recovery since the global financial
crisis is very similar to that after previous severe crises. Such
crises tend to have long-term depressive effects on credit
supply and capital flows and foster a cautious attitude among
firms and businesses, directing them to focus on activities
such as share buybacks where the return can be more
certain than investing in the hope that demand picks up in
an uncertain economic environment. Among the G7 nonfinancial corporate balances remain elevated, with little sign
that the sector will drive growth going forward. As a result,
productivity growth also tends to be weak after such crises.
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Source: Oxford Economics

In terms of demographics, these changes are as a result
mostly of very long-term shifts in birth and death rates and
the developments of the last decade should not have been
a great surprise. However, it is possible that the effects on
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crisis onset at least as large as the smallest shortfall experienced by advanced economies following
the global financial crisis. ‘Global financial crisis’ referes to advanced economies for which crisis
began in 2007/08.
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(ii) Weak world trade growth: From the early 1980s-2007
world trade grew about twice as fast as world GDP. Since
2007 trade has grown at a similar rate to GDP, or even
at a slower rate (figure 6). Given the importance of trade
growth in driving productivity growth through increased
specialization, this is likely to have been a significant factor in
the productivity slowdown.

FIGURE 7: EM leverage has filled the gap of advanced economy
de-leveraging
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FIGURE 8: Growth is significantly weaker after EM credit booms
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(iii) A deceleration in growth in China: the Chinese economy
grew at 10% per year in the decade before 2007 but this was
unsustainable and its growth has decelerated significantly
since, to around 6% per year: very rapid growth rates of
productivity have moderated as economic ‘catch up’ has
raised China’s income per head levels
(iv) Weaker growth in other EM: a series of factors have sapped
growth in other EM: weaker terms of trade (partly due
China’s slowdown which has slowed growth in commodity
prices); a lack of structural reforms, a buildup of debt after
the financial crisis (when EM used low global interest rates
to leverage up – figure 7) – this initially boosted growth but
is now giving way to deleveraging and lower growth in some
EM; structurally lower and more volatile capital inflows (partly
due to global regulatory changes discouraging cross-border
lending by banks) which hold back productivity growth and
make EM more vulnerable to growth-sapping confidence
crises; and weaker growth in the advanced economies, a
particular negative for smaller and more open EM.

% POINT DIFFERENCE IN GROWTH, P.A.

RATIO OF GROWTH IN WORLD TRADE TO GROWTH IN WORLD GPD
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(v) A loss of dynamism in the advanced economies: importantly,
it appears that productivity growth was also weakening in the
advanced economies before the shock of the global financial
crisis. A probable cause of this is a steady loss of dynamism
in these economies since the 1990s. Lower rates of labour
market turnover (or ‘churn’) and of business formation appear
to be correlated with lower productivity growth in the US and
other advanced economies (figure 9). This loss of dynamism
may be related to factors such as burdensome regulation
and population ageing.
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FIGURE 9: Labour market churn has been on a steady decline

What are the prospects for the next decade? One positive factor
for world growth is arithmetical; even though we expect Chinese
growth to decelerate further, to below 5% by 2025, China’s
weight in the world economy is now so large (20%) that such a
growth rate means China will still make a hefty contribution to
global GDP growth (around a third of it).
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(vi) Ineffective policy responses: arguably, policy responses to
the recession and financial crisis were less effective than
hoped. Partly this was because the crisis impaired traditional
policy transmission mechanisms e.g. interest rate cuts were
less effective due to deleveraging pressures and regulatory
changes at banks. But there were also policy ‘own goals’.
Most strikingly many governments cut back on public
investment after the crisis (figure 10) in an attempt to rein in
budget deficits. This not only directly dragged on GDP but
also probably contributed to the slowdown in productivity
growth. In EM, countries that expanded public borrowing
in response to low borrowing costs after the financial crisis
tended not to use this to expand investment, but increased
consumption instead.
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Demographics: recent negative trends in working population
growth are set to worsen, with working-age population
set to shrink in China and grow very slowly in EM overall,
In advanced economies, working population decline will
deepen. Pension reforms in some countries and increased
participation among women and older age groups, can help
marginally but cannot overturn the trend.

(ii) Slow trade growth: Exacerbated by recent trends toward
increased trade protection, which we do not see ending any
time soon, world trade growth will remain slow. Our forecast
is for world trade to grow at around 3% per year in the next
decade. This is an improvement from the last ten years but
still historically slow.
(iii) ‘Japanification’ effects: ageing populations, a cautious
corporate sector unwilling to invest, problems of bad loans
at banks (damaging credit supply), and ‘zombie’ firms
(kept alive by banks even though they are unproductive to
prevent bank balance sheets worsening even further) are
contributing to ‘Japanification’ in some parts of the world –
most notably the eurozone. This features low investment
and low productivity growth.
(iv) Lack of EM ‘decoupling’: EM growth has become increasingly
sensitive to growth in the advanced economies, so that slow
growth in the latter will tend to hold back EM too. In addition,
we expect global commodity prices to grow quite slowly
in the coming years (partly due to deceleration in Chinese
demand growth), holding back commodity-exporting EM.
We expect growth in the next decade in many EM to be
significantly slower than in the last ten years.

FIGURE 10: Government investment hasn’t kept pace with the
economy
115

Nevertheless, we expect world GDP growth over the next decade to
improve only modestly from that seen over the last decade, running
at 2.8% per year versus 2.6%. This is a weak performance given that
the last decade included a very deep recession (the comparison with
2010-17, when growth ran at 3% per year, is also unfavourable) and
reflects a series of long-term drags on growth:

(v) Sluggish productivity growth: we are not in the camp of
‘productivity pessimists’ for whom the scope for future
technical progress is limited – arguments about the ‘end
of innovation’ look overblown to us and some of the
damaging effect on productivity from the global financial
crisis should gradually unwind. But weak world trade growth
and ‘Japanification’ effects in the eurozone and elsewhere
are likely to remain a drag on productivity (figure 12).
Prospects for a big rebound – which is needed to offset the
demographic drag – look limited.

Source: Oxford Economics
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There is the potential for upside surprises, due to for example
technological breakthroughs or better policy (such as a more
aggressive reversal of recent low government investment than
we currently expect), but overall the likelihood is for the next
decade to again feature relatively modest global growth.

FIGURE 11: Emerging markets are struggling to decouple
Importance of external factors for EM growth
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Looking ahead, there are several secular forces
affecting the global economy that might mean growth be
structurally lower in the coming decade than it has been
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FIGURE 12: Productivity growth is set to remain meagre
Potential GDP growth: last decade and next
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❙❙ EXCESS SAVINGS – Incentives in the non-financial
corporate sector around the world have seen cash
being channelled toward share buybacks and
improving balance sheets rather than investment and
activities that would directly contribute to growth and
productivity.
❙❙ POOR PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH – Advances in technology
since the crisis do not yet seem to have yielded
significant enhancements in productivity but rather
have resulted in increased employment in relatively
low skilled, temporary and low hours jobs.
❙❙ DEMOGRAPHICS – The impact of ageing in advanced
economies is only just starting to be understood. The
next ten years will see declines in the growth of the
working age population in advanced economies as
well as sharp falls in working age population growth in
emerging markets.
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While the shortfall in growth around the world can be
observed and documented, the causes are less easy
to distinguish. On one level, disappointing growth
performance can be decomposed between productivity,
capital and labour inputs, but this type of exercise still
does not fully explain what is driving each of these factors.
For example, in the years following the crisis weak
productivity performance, a key part of the shortfall in
growth, could be attributed to the extensive de-leveraging
in the sectors of the economy that had driven productivity
higher prior to the crisis (such as real estate and banking)
or it could be attributed to the impaired allocation of
capital as banking reform and consolidation took place
after the crisis.

Domestic
Terms of trade
Total

2

-3

A GLOBAL ECONOMY SUBJECT TO
STRONG CROSSWINDS

Source: Oxford Economics

❙❙ CLIMATE CHANGE – To the extent that the impacts of
climate change are already being felt in the global
economy, so too are the costs and therefore some of
the slowdown in growth in recent years, and going
forward, will be related to the pace of climate change.
We think the majority of the costs, regardless of the
path for global temperatures will not be felt, though,
until after the next decade.
While all of these forces are likely to have some impact
on the decade ahead but this study focusses on
productivity growth and demographics as the key drivers
of a low growth, low inflation and low interest rate world
over the next ten years.
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SUBDUED INFLATION OUTLOOK
Over recent months, the global economic downturn has sparked
a renewed rise in concerns about deflation or sustained very low
inflation (‘lowflation’) in the advanced economies.
There have been a number of deflation scares over the last
decade, coinciding with downturns in the world economy (Figure
13). With global growth having slowed by a percentage point over
the last year, deflation fears are on the rise again.

LABOUR MARKET PRESSURES HAVE CONSISTENTLY FAILED TO BITE

FIGURE 13: Demand rather than supply is a better guide to price
pressures these days

Some pick-up in advanced economy wage growth is likely in the
next few years. But the relentless negative global forces that
have depressed wages in recent years will remain, and could
even intensify, leading to inflation undershoots and limiting rises
in global bond yields.

Chart 1: G7 Core Inflation and GDP
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Looking at core inflation in the G7, there is no obvious cause for
alarm. While it remains modest at around 1.7%, this is higher than
the 1.3% rate seen during the last deflation scare in 2015-2016.
Short-term price expectations of firms and households are also
generally stronger than in that period. But inflation could well head
lower. Core inflation in the G7 has tended to follow trends in GDP
growth with about a year’s lag over the last 25 years. So, with G7
growth having slowed abruptly in recent quarters, core inflation
could drop back towards 1.5%, well below the 2% rate most central
banks target.

Labour markets have become more flexible in recent years,
which should in turn imply a steeper Phillips curve (the negative
trade-off between wage growth and unemployment). In the
extreme, policymakers can crush wage inflation by the merest
nudge up in the unemployment rate. At the other extreme, this
could generate much higher inflation if demand picks up in the
context of tight, flexible labour markets. A good analogy is that
of a “surge” in the price of “uber” taxis in peak periods; these are
circumstances where strong-demand in a very flexible but very
tight labour market inflates prices.
But on a global scale the evidence suggests that opposing
downward forces will continue to swamp the inflationary impact
of flexible labour markets and low unemployment (figure 14).
These include increases in automation, immigration, offshoring,
competitive global supply chains and previously discouraged local
workers being drawn back into the labour market.
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FIGURE 14: Factors affecting Phillips curve slope and position
IMPACT:

Inflationary in current context

Disinflationary in current context

FACTORS AFFECTING SLOPE: responsiveness of wages once unemployment falls below natural rate
Increased flexibility

Downtrodden workers may bite back! Global economy could face an uber-like wage
“surge” once labour market tightens (steep Phillips curve)

FACTORS AFFECTING POSITION: ie. natural rate of unemployment, expected inflation, supply shocks

Inflation expectations

Firmly anchored, and low inflation a drag on wage settlements, with inflation expected to
remain at 1.7% on average in advanced economies.

LABOUR SUPPLY
Erosion of labour
bargaining power

Decline in labour share has reduced production costs. Labour unlikely to capture share of
rising profits unless labour shortages become severe

Offshoring/automating
production

Domestic labour supply must compete globally and with machines, with potential to offset
the tightening in local labour markets

Weak public wages

Creates a bigger pool of potential applicants for private jobs. A drag on recovery on
private wages, though impact of austerity slowly easing

Greater immigration

May shift down Phillip’s curve by increasing competition, a force which may intensify in
cyclical upturn

Hysteresis unwind

Declines in long-term unemployment improve participation
(though already complete in US, Germany)

Aging workforce

Aging leads to a decline in participation (batting average effect) …

Increased participation,
including older workers

… offset by increased participation of >65s (e.g. Japan) and economic recovery leading to
an encouraged worker effect

SUPPLY SHOCKS
Supply chain globalisation

Global competition makes inflation sensitive to global forces.

Decline in zombie firms
enhances productivity

Supply improvements possible (already complete in US, UK)

Commodity prices

Impact of previous declines have run their course and could reverse
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LOW INFLATION EXPECTATIONS ARE BECOMING ENTRENCHED
Various measures of long-term inflation expectations show
significant drops since the start of 2019. The decline is especially
marked in the eurozone, adding to evidence that long-term
inflation expectations there have become “unanchored” over
the last five to ten years. Unanchored expectations risk creating
a deflationary spiral in which low expectations raise real interest
rates, damage growth and feed back into even lower inflation.
Long-term inflation expectations have certainly been declining,
especially in the eurozone. One common measure of them is
5yr/5yr inflation swap levels, and on this measure expectations
have dropped significantly in the eurozone and the US over the
last year, falling from 2.4% to 2% in the US, while the eurozone
decline has been more abrupt, from 1.7% to just 1.1% (figure
15). Survey evidence paints a similar picture. In the eurozone,
according to the ECB’s survey of professional forecasters records
the probability of ‘lowflation’ (some 0.5-1.4% a year) has jumped
from 23% to 33% – the highest level in the history of the survey.

FIGURE 15:
World: Inflationexpectations from swaps

The very notion that demographics can impact inflation is
controversial. Claiming that inflation is linked to demographics
could be construed as an heretical attack on central bank
credibility. Yet the evidence we present suggests the heretics
have a point that has far reaching implications for asset
management choices.
Demographics impact on inflation via two opposing channels; (i)
the direct impact: older societies perhaps exhibit lower inflation
due to preferences for lower inflation to protecting the value
of savings; (ii) labour market squeeze: all else equal, increased
retirees reduce labour force supply relative to demand, creating
inflationary pressures via the labour market. We shall argue the
current period is historically unusual insofar as the preference
channel is dominating, driving inflation lower. There is indeed
potential for these channels to be of heightened importance over
the next 10 years. Older people will account for an ever-increasing
share of the advanced-economy population, as baby-boomers
migrate from work to retirement and, by 2040, old-age (figure 16).

FIGURE 16: Older people will account for an increasing share
of the population
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DIRECT CHANNEL: Older societies have lower inflation. There is a
significant inverse cross-country correlation between the share of
the elderly (over 65s) in the populations of advanced economies
and the inflation rate (figure 17). This negative correlation is no
freak result, having existed in 56 of the last 60 years, and may
reflect preferences.

FIGURE 17: Low inflation suits an aging society
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FIGURE 18: Central banks have persistently undershot targets
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Older societies have lower inflation

In recent history, central bankers have preferred to risk a
recession than inflation. In advanced economies, the average
price level is 6% lower than it would be if inflation had met its
target each year since 2008 (figure 18). The persistent downside
inflation forecast errors by central banks, global institutions
and private sector forecasters (figure 18) suggest that structural
changes to the economy have been particularly important in
explaining the late-cycle weakness of wages and inflation

SHARE OF POPULATION OVER 65 (%) IN 2018
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If older societies do have lower inflation due to the preferences
channel, then it may help to explain why interest rates are likely
to be lower for longer in the future.
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FIGURE 19: The ECB has persistently forecast higher inflation
than realized
Chart 1: ECB HICP forecast revisions
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The second reason relates to the age and experience of
policymakers. Most finance ministers and (typically conservative)
central bankers are old enough to have vivid memories of
how damaging inflation can be, and may have introduced a
deflationary bias into macroeconomic policies. After all, history
provides clear evidence of a negative association between
high inflation, low policy credibility, and macro volatility. But the
conservative, independent central bank model worked better
in the conquest of inflation than it has once inflation fell below
target for a sustained period.
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The first of two reasons why older societies prefer low inflation is
that older cohorts vote to protect the value of savings. The model
of Bullard et al (2012) is built on the premise that older cohorts
prefer higher rates of return from their savings, and relatively low
inflation is associated with these higher returns. If macro-policies
reflect the preferences of the dominant age group, then ageing
provides them with more influence over this redistributive policy
and inflation is lower.
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The BIS uses carefully estimated models, and are based on
135 years of data across many economies and are robust to a
battery of statistical tests; but there are good reasons why they
are not working in this era. When we re-run the models for the
recent period (since 1988) the relationship has broken down. It
has been weakened because, in spite of ageing societies, labour
market participation is on a strongly rising trend, obliterating
the transmission channel identified by the BIS. In particular, the
relationship asserted by the BIS may be severely weakened as
labour force participation rises (figure 20), particularly among
older cohorts, making a massive contribution to employment
growth. The global trend of shifts from defined benefit to defined
contribution pension plans will reduce expected pension
incomes and reinforce the need for longer working lives, further
increasing participation. At some point this cycle will end as an
increasing proportion of the population simply become too old to
work. However slow moving demographics suggest this will not
be an issue in the next decade (figure 21).

FIGURE 20: Increases in labour participation will persist
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THE DEFLATIONARY DEMOGRAPHIC CHANNELS COULD LAST
ANOTHER DECADE
UN projections suggest that societies will continue to age, so if
the argument that ageing leads to lower inflation is robust, then
lowflation could be with us for decades.
The deflationary impact will weaken eventually, however. First,
over the next 10 years, policy-makers from a new generation –
some of which may never have experienced inflation above 2%!)
will take the reins, and preferences may change significantly,
with even more expansionary monetary policies and more
expansionary fiscal policies.
There is also a risk that in the face of lowflation-supporting
macroeconomic institutions, the young may be incentivised to
vote for risky, unconventional inflationary policies.
And the historical impact of ageing boosting inflation by reducing
labour supply relative to demand may eventually re-assert itself.
The rich modelling of the BIS will probably be right in the end,
but this is probably not a story for the next 5 years at least.
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FIGURE 21: Increases in labour participation will persist
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THE LABOUR SUPPLY CHANNEL: A comprehensive BIS assessment
argues that ageing is inflationary because it increases the number
of dependents relative to workers – an opposing force to the
preference channel. The BIS claim “this relationship accounts for
the bulk of trend inflation, for instance, about 7 percentage points
of US disinflation since the 1980s. It predicts rising inflation over the
coming decades.”
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Core inflation in the advanced economies tends to follow GDP
growth with around a one-year lag implying it could dip further
in the quarters ahead, below its already-modest level of around
1.4% year-on-year. But the big concern is that long-term inflation
expectations could also slide and become, in central bank speak,
‘unanchored’. Unanchored expectations reduce the effectiveness
of monetary policy, making it hard to counter downturns and
risking creating a deflationary spiral where low expectations raise
real interest rates, damaging growth and feeding back into even
lower inflation and inflation expectations.
This risk looks especially heightened in the eurozone (figure 22).
One measure of long-term inflation expectations, the 5yr/5yr
inflation swap, has dropped in the eurozone from 1.7% to just
1.1% over the last year. Meanwhile, in the latest ECB Survey of
Professional Forecasters (figure 23), 7% of respondents predicted
price deflation over the next 4-5 years (close to the record level)
and the probability given to inflation running at 0.5-1.4% per year
– dangerously close to deflation – was 33%, a record high.

World: Inflation expectations from swaps
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5YR/5YR INFLATION SWAP LEVELS*, %

Despite the global recovery in 2017-18, inflation in the advanced
economies proved to be the ‘dog that didn’t bark’ and with
the recovery now giving way to a slowdown, price pressures
are diminishing again. Against this background, the risk of
‘Japanification’ – economies sinking into a long period of low
growth and low or negative inflation – has returned to the
economic agenda.

FIGURE 22: Eurozone inflation expectations are especially weak
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FIGURE 23: Expectations of deflation are becoming more common
Eurozone: Long-term inflation forecasts*
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Worryingly, there is also a body of academic evidence (e.g.
Buono and Formai and Corsello et al.) that points to eurozone
long-term inflation expectations becoming unanchored; they
have become increasingly correlated with short-term movements
in inflation and sensitive to negative data surprises (figure 24
and 25). This follows the pattern seen in Japan in the 1990s. By
contrast, long-term inflation expectations in the US look much
better anchored.

FIGURE 24: Movements in short term inflation expectations are now
more persistent
Link from short to long term inflation expectations
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Based on this indicator, the economies most at risk of
‘Japanification’ are countries in the periphery of the eurozone
like Greece and Italy, with some Asian economies such as
Taiwan and Hong Kong also possible candidates.
In the case of the eurozone countries, several factors are
spurring ‘Japanification’ risk: persistently slow price growth,
weak demographics, high private debt, depressed asset prices,
high levels of bad loans at banks, low potential GDP growth and
excessive savings by corporates (a positive corporate financial
balance). Strikingly, over the last decade GDP growth in Greece,
Italy, Spain and Portugal has been worse than Japan’s was in
1997-2011. A collapse in productivity growth – which was also a
factor in Japan’s slide into deflation – has been visible. Across a
range of estimates, eurozone productivity growth has averaged
just 0.1% per year in the last decade (figure 27).

FIGURE 26: The eurozone periphery scores highly on the risks
of Japanification
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Looking more broadly, we have assessed ‘Japanification risk’
across a sample of advanced and emerging economies by
creating a synthetic indicator or ‘Japanification index’. This is
built from ten indicators deemed important based on Japan’s
experience of the 1990s. The index ranges from zero to ten –
the score Japan itself achieved in 1998 (figure 26).
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FIGURE 25: The ST to LT link has also been getting stronger recently
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FIGURE 27: European productivity has collapsed in recent decades
Total factor productivity
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We would also note that Japan’s economic performance
since the 1990s (and especially since 2012) would have been
even worse were it not for truly herculean policy efforts: the
government debt ratio rose from 60% of GDP to over 200% of
GDP from 1991-2019 and the Bank of Japan now owns 45% of
government bonds.
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Based on the above analysis, there is a significant risk that one or
more economies could enter a Japanese-style period of deflation
and weak growth during the next decade. A likely trigger for this
would be additional negative economic and financial shocks:
importantly, Japanese deflation did not start straight after the
bursting of the stock and property bubbles in the early 1990s
– it was a series of further financial and banking crises in the
mid-1990s that dealt the decisive blow. Additional shocks in the
vulnerable eurozone states in the coming years could be enough
to drag them into deflation.

EUROZONE

JAPAN

USA

Source: Oxford Economics/Penn World Tables/Bergaud et al./European Commission/Conference
Board. Growth rates for each period are averages across available estimates

Some of these factors, most notably demographics and debt,
are also present in Asia. But Asian economies are cushioned
from deflation risk by higher potential growth and stronger asset
prices and do not generally show excess corporate saving.

It is unclear whether a policy effort on this scale could be
mounted by some of today’s deflation candidates if needed.
The eurozone has public debt levels well above Japan’s in
1991 – especially among the peripherals – and debt/deficit
rules would constrain a fiscal response. It is also far from clear
whether QE could be ramped up and sustained at Japanese
levels for several years. This would increase ‘Japanification’ risk,
in the event of further financial crises and/or a deep recession.
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SUBDUED MACRO VOLATILITY

DRIVERS OF SUBDUED GLOBAL MACRO VOLATILITY

The current level of macro-volatility is at multi-decade lows
(figure 28) and prospects for key drivers suggest this period
of macro-stability is as durable as the so-called Great Stability
(1990-2006), which in turn may prolong the period of elevated
asset prices via compressed risk premia. But this is an era
of “grating stability.” Key forces of low macro volatility—
greater labour market flexibility and globalisation—have also
contributed to heightened inequality, protests, and populism.
This tense trend is likely to continue.

FIGURE 28: Macro volatility is lower than in the so-called “great
stability” (but asset volatility is not)
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Based on an assessment of key stability-drivers, we think the current
period of stability has as much chance of durability as that of the
Great Stability. In the mid-2000s, an influential literature honed in
on the causes of the Great Stability (see first column of figure 28).
It focused on the roles of (i) better policy; (ii) structural change; and
(iii) luck. These categories remain a helpful basis for comparing the
stability drivers now and in the Great Stability.
Our assessment (figure 29) compares the current period with the
Great Stability, and suggests:
❙❙ Global policymaking has probably become a bit more stabilising,
though it’s a close call. Improvements in financial stability policies
and more flexibility in EM exchange rates have, on balance, offset
the challenges arising from zero-bound constraints on interest
rates, concerns over global liquidity policies. And the absence of
fiscal stabilisation and threats from populism.
❙❙ Structural changes are on balance supportive of even greater
stability compared with the 1990s. The impact of even
greater flexibility in labour and product markets and the slow
ongoing supply-side recovery after the great recession are
only partially offset by vulnerabilities resulting from higher
leverage and risks of deglobalisation.
❙❙ Luck is common to both periods; the global economy has so far
dodged several potential bullets. These include (i) a China-hard
landing; (ii) European populism; (iii) disruptive market turmoil;
(iv) geopolitical risks; and (v) concerns over trade wars.

0

Source : Oxford Economics/Robert Shiller
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FIGURE 29: Key drivers of this grating stability compared with the Great Stability period
GREAT STABILITY PERIOD
(90S-2007) RELATIVE TO 70s/80s.
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POLICY

Variance in macro outcomes was
driven down by greater central bank
independence, transparency, and more
forward-looking monetary policy; while
fiscal policies became less pro-cyclical.
But weak regulation sowed the seeds
of global financial crisis.

MORE: (i) EMs have shown more
currency flexibility in response to
shocks. (ii) Advanced economies’
supervisory policies have improved,
albeit in fits and starts. (iii) Monetary
policy has survived zero-bound tests
intact; (iv) Few governments run big
fiscal deficits nowadays.

LESS: (i) Higher levels of
public debt have curbed
countercyclical fiscal policies;
(ii) Greater populism has
presented a mostly untested
threat to stability; (iii) interest
rates still close to the zero
bound.

STRUCTURAL
CHANGE

Cycles were smoothed relative to the
1970s and 1980s, led by: (i) improved
inventory management; (ii) less wage
and price indexation; (iii) easier access
to credit; (iv) globalization.

MORE: (i) Low volatility could be
expected in a low-growth-low-inflation
environment, they are typically
correlated. (ii) labour markets have
become even more flexible (eg. gig
economy); (iii) Scope for supply-side
recovery following the Great Recession.

LESS: legacies of past two
decades include high leverage
in various countries/sectors,
and weak productivity growth.

LUCK

The Great Stability period was one of
unusually small shocks relative to the
1970s and 80s.

SO FAR SO GOOD INSOFAR as the
major risks faced since 2012 did not
materialize, and overall, we think global
macro risks are declining.

LUCK COULD RUN OUT,
particularly given unstable
politics and stretched asset
valuations.

Could this period of stability go wrong, for example as the
lucky streak runs out? A major concern in that regard is that a
major stabilising force of the last decade may have weakened
considerably, the countercyclical behaviour of the two largest
global economies (figure 30). China has acted as the global
shock absorber of last resort. When global growth weakened
in the last decade, China had ample balance sheet capacity
to respond to ensure growth targets were met. Going forward
China may place more weight on rebalancing its own economy
than growth, and prolonged trade disputes between the two
superpowers could increase the correlation of growth between
them and increase global macro and asset price volatility.

FIGURE 30: US and China economies have run counter-cyclically
since the late 2000s, but this will change in the 2020s
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The biggest surprise is probably that there aren’t more protests.
Income disappointments have been massive. Since 2008, 25% of
the world’s economies underperformed the IMF’s expectations of
2019 GDP by more than 25%.

FIGURE 31: For many, GDP outcomes relative to projections based on
IMF GDP forecasts made in 2008 are extremely disappointing
Relative GDP-disappointment since April 2008, higlighting economies
affected by recent protests and populism
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The global risks of protests are probably modest so far. Protests
in 2019 were generally conducive to bolstering the constituency
for stabilising reforms (relating to institutional improvements).
Populism poses more of a threat to stability, though policy
preferences of populists can be more- or less-stabilising than the
status quo. In our view, prevailing (non-populist) policymakers
have been too slow to respond to deflation risks, so populists’
expansionary inclinations may lead to beneficial policy responses
in some cases. That said, populist policies can also endanger
global and domestic policy institutions. And while some may be
overdue for reform, populist solutions are sometimes incoherent
and carry risks. This is particularly the case in EMs where fiscal
expansion may backfire when policy credibility is lower.
Longer-term populist pressures highlight two-way risks. They
could catalyse beneficial institutional reforms to excessively
conservative institutions (such as an appropriate fiscal expansion,
though so far Chile is a rare example). On balance, we place

more weight on the longer-term downside risks that populism
delivers radical and risky solutions to the deficiencies in domestic
monetary and fiscal frameworks. Furthermore, intraregional and
global institutions are under threat, be they trade arrangements,
the euro, or the EU.

IMPLICATIONS OF THIS ERA OF LOW MACRO VOLATILITY
First, history tells us that macro-stability leads to prolonged
asset booms as asset managers grapple with valuing the impact
of reduced macro-risks. Not one but two bubbles grew and
burst during the Great Stability, and in that context even today’s
valuations could be stretched further, for a while at least.
Second, low aggregate volatility implies subdued correlations
and therefore meaningful scope for portfolio diversification – for
now at least. In figure 32, we plot five-year rolling correlations
among US equity and credit returns as well as average
rolling correlations among major US equity sectors. Average
correlations have been declining steadily in recent years but
are still some way from the lows we have seen on the eve of
major risk selloffs in the past. We are in a world where average
levels of asset covariation are still not at the extremes seen at
previous peaks, but aggregate volatility –being driven more by
fundamentals – has still scaled multi-decade lows.

FIGURE 32: Cross-asset correlations have dipped but are not
historically low
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A further risk is that the key structural drivers of low macro volatility—
greater labour market flexibility and globalisation—have also
contributed to heightened inequality, protests, and populism. This
tense trend is likely to continue. The 2010s have been the protestors’
decade insofar as there has been lots of unrest. Earlier we saw major
protests in the Arab world, Greece, Bulgaria, Brazil, and Turkey. In
recent months a broader range of economies, particularly in Latin
America and Hong Kong joined them.
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Third, cross-country dispersion in policy and macro-outcomes is
at historic lows, which is positive for convergence trades. This
justifies our weak-dollar view and leads us to favour higheryielding EMs including, Brazil, Russia and Mexico.
Fourth, reduced uncertainty may eventually lead to a reduction
in the demand for safe assets (or alternatively make previously
unsafe assets appear safer), higher equilibrium real interest rates
and policy rates (this comes over-and-above the activity impact).
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A key implication of these changes in the macroeconomic
environment is that assessing underlying value in key asset markets
must adapt to take into account these factors. Failing to appreciate
the changing macroeconomic environment is likely to lead to
missed opportunities and falling into value traps.
For example, valuing equity markets by referencing price to
earnings ratios relative to their historical long run averages, as
is common in market commentary, is clearly inappropriate given
the long run decline in interest rates. Equity earnings yields have
declined steadily over the past 40 years, taken at face value
this implies that equity markets are not compensating investors
appropriately for the inherent risks they run through investing
in the market. However, this fails to take into account the long
run declines in inflation and macroeconomic volatility that mean
equity market risk is fundamentally lower. These same changes
in macroeconomic environment have meant that fair value
estimates for advanced economy bond yields have dropped
considerably over time.
Therefore, when thinking about the intersection of how the
macroeconomic environment is likely to change over the next
decade – with growth and inflation both anaemic and volatility
remaining subdued – we need to this into account when thinking
about long run bond and equity market returns.

FIGURE 33: Safe asset shortage a key factor behind decline in global
policy rates
World: over/undervaluation of asset prices
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expect (figure 34).
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FIGURE 34: Safe asset supply to increase too slowly to keep up with
global GDP
World: 10 year yield fair value estimates
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Most equity markets around the world have room for price to
earnings expansion, with the US being a notable exception
(figure 33).
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FIGURE 35: Safe asset shortage a key factor behind decline in global
policy rates
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We project organic growth in safe asset demand to be $2.1tn per
year, which includes $2.4tn of organic growth and $-0.2tn arising
from other factors, mainly lower QE. The organic growth assumes
that current holders of safe assets increase holdings in line with
our projections for their overall balance sheets. The current stock
of safe assets is around $40tn, and our forecast for nominal GDP
growth over the next five years averages 6% annually ($40tn x
6% = $2.4tn). Newly industrialised economies have supplanted
China’s demand for safe assets and are expected to absorb
around $80bn of safe assets per year. We project that global
central banks will absorb around $255bn of safe assets annually
on average over the coming five years, a major portion of which
will be front-loaded in the next two years.

US estimated natural rate
7

Global government debt forecast

% GDP

Yields on safe assets are determined by supply-and-demand
dynamics. We expect the supply of safe assets will decline as
a share of GDP in coming years (figure 36). Supply is primarily
driven by sovereign debt issuance, and we expect it to grow by
$1.7tn annually over the next five years. The US will be the largest
supplier given its budget deficit of around $1.2tn per year. Supply
from the eurozone and Japan will remain modest. A further
$700bn of issuance would be needed just to keep pace with
global GDP growth.

FIGURE 36: Safe asset supply to increase too slowly to keep up with
global GDP

$TN

Global interest rates are likely to be lower for longer. Standard
(Laubach-Williams) models of the natural rate of interest usually
find that trends in economic growth are insufficient to explain
why real rates are so low. Other structural factors matter and
amongst the most important is strong excess demand for safe
assets (figure 35). So a sustained period of excess demand for
safe assets is consistent with a similarly extended period of low
interest rates.

2017

On balance, demand for safe assets will outstrip supply by
around $400bn annually (figure 38). Our forecast for safe asset
supply is around $1.7tn annually over the next five years, with
the majority being US government debt. To maintain a constant
safe asset to global GDP ratio, supply would have to be around
$2.4tn, significantly above our current forecast. It would take a
massive fiscal expansion by “safe” governments to satiate the
strong demand.
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FIGURE 37: Foreigners the largest buyers of US safe assets over past
two decades

FIGURE 39: Changes in yields are a key driver of relative
equity returns
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FIGURE 38: Demand likely to exceed supply, worsening safe
asset shortage

FIGURE 40: Duration of equities can be approximated

Safe asset shortage over next five years
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The blue bar is organic growth in
safe asset demand (in line with
growth in the holders' balance
sheets). Other bars reﬂect our
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will deviate from organic growth.
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ESTIMATING EQUITY DURATION

WHERE: k = cost equity

g = divident growth rate
dg/dk = sensitivity of growth to changes in COE

Safe asset shortage
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The implication is therefore that shorter duration stocks, or value
stocks, should perform better in a period of rising interest rates.
Although given the size of the expected rise in yields the past
out/underperformance is not expected to be repeated – part of
the change is structural.
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One particular implication of this long term macroeconomic
and bond yield outlook is in equity markets. Although the
overall equity market has been resilient to rising bond yields
this masks a significant divergence between long and short
duration stocks (figure 39). Here we define duration as the
sensitivity of equity price changes to movements in the discount
rate (figure 40). Longer duration equities are those with high
dividend growth rates, a low cost of equity (lower beta) and a low
correlation between growth and changes in that cost of equity.
Decomposing returns historically has shown that long duration
stocks have significantly outperformed in a period of falling
interest rates.

According to our estimates of global sector duration, Consumer
Discretionary and Communication Services are key sectors for
a falling rate environment while commodity sectors are to be
avoided. Consumer Discretionary and Communication Services
are the longest duration sectors given their high expected
dividend growth rates (based on consensus forecasts for the
next three years). And defensive names such as Health Care and
Consumer Staples are also relatively long duration given their
low beta and therefore lower cost of equity. IT features in the
middle, but this masks a big deviation at the industry group level
– software is very long duration, but semiconductors very short.
Commodities, Financials and Industrials feature at the shorter
end of the scale. These sectors have relatively low expected
growth rates, are higher beta, and their dividend growth is more
sensitive to changes in the discount rate.
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UNDERSTANDING THE LOWER FOR LONGER WORLD

FIGURE 41: Some sectors display much greater duration
characteristics than others

Looking ahead, as our fair value estimates show, we would
expect this negative correlation to be continued and bonds and
equities to display diversification benefits. In an environment of
structurally weak inflation and fairly low growth, returns for both
bonds and equities are likely to be lower than historically but also
negatively correlated. We would expect mildly negative bond
returns as interest rates rise modestly from here and meagre but
positive growth ensures positive returns from equity markets.
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Ultimately a demand deficient, low inflation, global economy is
likely to see lower returns and while there is little hope of the
decades long bull run in bond markets being repeated given the
level of interest rates, there is still merit in the asset class due to
diversification benefits going forward.
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Note: sector estimates are a weighted average of underlying industry group estimates

A key question for investors, implied by this outlook, is whether
there will continue to be diversification benefits from investing
in bonds and equities. In recent years the correlation between
bond and equity returns has been negative. Fundamentally this
is because when inflation is low and weakly pro-cyclical, bonds
will be held for portfolio protection considerations, irrespective of
how high or low the yield. The stock-bond correlation is really a
function of the procyclicality of inflation (figure 42).

That said the macroeconomic environment does remain
uncertain and the key factor that could upset this thesis is the
reaction of policy makers. If central banks return to their inflation
targets with more zeal than they have so far shown (figure 18)
then there may yet be another leg to the bond market rally.
Conversely if fiscal policy makers were to start to tackle the
demand deficiency in the global economy then equities are likely
to significantly outperform bonds. We set out these alternative
scenarios and their implications in more detail in the follow up
white paper.

FIGURE 42: Stock – bond correlation is negative when inflation
is pro-cyclical
US inflation pro-cyclicality and stock-bond correlation
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